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Local Access programme
Briefing for people working in participating places
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Access works to make charities and social 

enterprises in England more financially 

resilient and self-reliant so that they can 

sustain or increase their impact. 

We do this through supporting the 

development of enterprise activity to grow 

and diversify income, and by improving 

access to the social investment, which can 

help stimulate that enterprise activity. 

https://www.access-socialinvestment.org.uk

Big Society Capital aims to improve the 

lives of people in the UK by connecting 

investment to charities and social 

enterprises that are creating social change. 

We do this by bringing together our 

investment capital, our expertise and our 

network of partners.

https://www.bigsocietycapital.com



What is the purpose of Local Access?

1. To take a place-based approach to working with charities and social 
enterprises because they can be vital in:

• tackling local issues

• strengthening communities 

• contributing to resilient and inclusive local economies

2. To support the long-term sustainability and resilience of charities and 
social enterprises as part of vital  growth of the social economy. 

3. To support this process by helping to meet the financing and support 
needs of charities and social enterprises.
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Taking a place-based approach
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Blended 
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Strong and inclusive 

social economies

Helping charities and 

social enterprises 

become more 

financially resilient



Funding available for Local Access

£33m to deploy over 10 years across 5 places:

• £10m from Access to provide the grant subsidy for the 
blended social investment (sourced from Dormant 
Accounts)

• Around £15m of matching repayable finance from Big 
Society Capital for the blended social investment

• £8m from Access’ existing endowment to support 
enterprise support activity
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Current Key Local partners 

• B-inspired – Chair

• Reaching People – managing organisation

• VAL

• CASE

• LLEP

• City Council

Our project has a community lead. We aim to work to include and 
involve local groups at every step of the way.
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Add local access slides



The generation gap

Silent Baby 

Boomers

X Y Z ???
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P E S T L E



Change: the six capabilities
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Jenny Questions / Next Steps



Slides that follow are just ref points for Lesley









• Theory of change – how are we going to make that happen

• Sector might look like this in 10 years’ time

• Model where tie in with asset transfers – community anchors - community anchors

• Community needs

• Social prescribing

• Community cafes / eating spaces

• Asset based; building on what we have got

• Jenny next steps

• Risk - Liabilities and contingencies



Five areas 

• The partnership 

• The vision 

• The social enterprise development/support plans 

• The Investment ideas 

• The timeframes 



Vision of change 

• We want to set a new direction and approach to the local economy and use the capital to catalyse 
change. We want the programme to not just achieve scale and growth of the social economy but 
to also achieve a level of depth and quality so that investment and social value are optimised. We 
have a diverse and vibrant local VCSE sector that has established a clear local benefit although to 
date it has managed to achieve this through grant and contract income. There are currently very 
few local organisations that have begun to make more of an entrepreneurial impact. 

• The City Council has a policy of transferring Council assets into community group management –
each instance is a potential candidate for social investment. The County Council are looking, to 
develop more community support for vulnerable people, and some County Library services are 
transferring to community management. 

• We have discussed potential priority areas to tackle though we do need more time to identify 
potential for impact and success. In particular we feel the need to establish a few successful 
‘demonstrations’ of social investment to encourage wider ‘buy in’ from the local VCSE sector and 
local commissioners. Some of our initial thoughts are: 

• • • • • 

• • • • 



• Exclusion and inequality
Unemployment, low skills and low pay
VCSE entrepreneurialism
Deprived wards with little or no VCSE activity and investment e.g. New 
Parks, Beaumont Leys
Technology, skills and access
Older people
Young people 

• We still
to explore and investigate the social need and priorities with our partners 
and take in the full potential of the opportunity. Overall our goal is to 
define the next steps in impact investing locally and plan how we can 
achieve the biggest possible social impact with the resources available to 
us. 



• A partnership built around place-based working 
• A defined place/geography to work in 
• A vision for your programme that supports the place you’re working in 
• An understanding of the specific support requirements of local charities 

and social enterprises in 
• your place, as well as the financing needs of those organisations 
• A clear role for enterprise support 
• A proposed solution for those financing needs utilising blended social 

investment 
• Evidence of demand from front-line organisation for both enterprise 

support and investment 


